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il: andreABSTRACT
It is known that there is a link between the theory of seis-
mic interferometry and theories of seismic imaging and in-
version. However, although this has been discussed in sever-
al studies, there are few where any explicit links have been
derived. We use reciprocity theorems for scattering media to
derive a new form of seismic interferometry that describes
the scattered wavefield between a source and a receiver in an
acoustic medium, using both sources and receivers on two
enclosing boundaries. This form of seismic interferometry is
equivalent to a generalized imaging condition IC that com-
bines the full wavefield inside any finite-sized subregion of
the medium of interest. By using the Born single-scattering
approximation, this generalized IC reduces to the method of
imaging by double-focusing originally derived by Michael
Oristaglio in 1989. Thus an explicit link is made between
seismic interferometry, new generalized full-wavefield ICs,
and existing single-scattering imaging methods.
INTRODUCTION
Generally, seismic interferometry refers to the recovery of the
avefield propagating between two receiver locations as if one re-
eiver was replaced by a source by crosscorrelating the wavefields
bserved at each receiver location due to an enclosing boundary of
nergy sources Wapenaar, 2003, 2004; van Manen et al., 2005,
006; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006. The method is not restricted
o seismic wavefields; for example, studies have been carried out for
coustic media Derode et al., 2003; van Manen et al., 2005, 2006
nd electromagnetic media Slob and Wapenaar, 2007; Slob et al.,
007, and a unified approach allows application to other wave phe-
omena such as seismo-electric wave propagation and diffusive
avefields Wapenaar et al., 2006; Snieder et al., 2007; Vasconcelos,
008. More recent advances have shown that the method can be ap-
lied using cross-convolution Slob et al., 2007; Wapenaar, 2007;
Manuscript received by the Editor 19 October 2009; revised manuscript re
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2University of Edinburgh, School of GeoSciences, Edinburgh, U. K. E-ma
2010 Society of Exploration Geophysicists.All rights reserved.SA95alliday and Curtis, 2009b or deconvolution Vasconcelos and
nieder 2008a, b; Wapenaar et al., 2008b in place of the crosscorre-
ation operator. Further, Curtis et al. 2009 show that, by using reci-
rocity, the role of source and receiver can be reversed; i.e., the
avefield propagating between two sources can be recovered using
ecordings of those sources on an enclosing boundary.
Although many applications of the method have been proposed
nd tested see Curtis et al., 2006 and Wapenaar et al., 2008a for
ore detailed applications, in this paper we expand upon recent ad-
ances made by Curtis and Halliday 2010b, who showed that it is
ossible to derive new representation theorems and interferometric
elations for source-receiver as opposed to inter-source or inter-re-
eiver wavefields. Whereas “conventional” interferometry uses a
ingle boundary surface of sources to estimate the wavefield be-
ween two receiver locations in the interior of that surface, source-
eceiver interferometry uses a boundary of sources and a boundary
f receivers to construct the wavefield between a source location and
receiver location.
Using an approach similar to that of Curtis and Halliday 2010b,
e derive a new form of interferometric integral that describes the
ecovery of scattered waves propagating between a real source and a
eal receiver. This is done using the scattering reciprocity theorems
f Vasconcelos et al. 2009a. We then show that it is possible to cre-
te an explicit link between this form of seismic interferometry and
nverse-scattering seismic imaging theory also see Vasconcelos et
l., 2009b. More specifically, by using a single-scattering Born ap-
roximation, we present an alternative derivation of Oristaglio’s
1989 inverse-scattering formula, which we derive directly from
ource-receiver interferometry. This formula is now recognized as a
undamental basis for many modern imaging algorithms. For exam-
le, we can recognize more modern double-focusing imaging condi-
ions to be similar to that derived by Oristaglio Berkhout, 1997;
chuster and Hu, 2000, and we can also recognize relations be-
ween Oristaglio’s formula and those formulae used in creating ex-
ended images using image-domain interferometry e.g., Vasconce-
os et al., 2009b. This link is only made possible by using the scatter-
ng form of source-receiver interferometry that we derive here. This
4April 2010; published online 21 October 2010.
m.
w.curtis@ed.ac.uk.
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SA96 Halliday and Curtisay also allow new approaches for scattered ground-roll removal to
e developed e.g., see Halliday et al., 2010.
The link between seismic interferometry and imaging has previ-
usly been discussed by Wapenaar 2007, Thorbecke and Wapenaar
2007, and Vasconcelos 2008. In Thorbecke and Wapenaar
2007, the connection between the work of Oristaglio and seismic
nterferometry is discussed, but the link could not be made explicit.
his is because those authors discussed preexisting interferometric
ntegrals that consider only sources on a surrounding surface. The
heory of interferometry in Curtis and Halliday 2010b includes
oth sources and receivers on either the same, or on different surfac-
s, and, hence, so does our new scattering theory presented herein.
his is more representative of imaging applications, for example, in
eismic imaging where sources and receivers are located at different
ositions at the surface of the Earth and/or in subsurface wells. This
s the reason that this is the first time that a link between interferome-
ry and existing inverse-scattering imaging methods could be de-
ived explicitly.
In the first part of this paper, we use two scattering reciprocity the-
rems of the correlation-type to derive a source-receiver interfero-
etric relation for scattered waves in acoustic media. This new rela-
ion is an example of one of many different relations that can be de-
ived using different source and receiver configurations Curtis and
alliday, 2010b. In the second part of this paper we show how the
ource-receiver interferometric relation can be used to derive the in-
erse-scattering formula of Oristaglio 1989. This creates the ex-
licit link between the new source-receiver relationship and seismic
maging. Finally, we discuss the implications of this work.
x1
x2
S
S’
igure 1. Configuration for source-receiver interferometry using
wo correlational integrals. Source-receiver interferometry esti-
ates the scattered wavefield between a source x1 and receivers
x2 using a boundary of sources S and a boundary of receivers
S. S and S are closed lines in two dimensions, surfaces in three di-
ensions.SOURCE-RECEIVER INTERFEROMETRY
FOR SCATTERED WAVEFIELDS
Curtis and Halliday 2010b showed that the combination of two
epresentation theorems either of the correlation-type or the convo-
ution-type allows for a new form of interferometric integral. These
ntegrals describe the recovery of waves propagating between a sin-
le source and a receiver by using only wavefields propagating both
rom and to surrounding boundaries of sources and receivers Figure
.
We now extend this derivation to scattered wavefields using two
orrelation-type scattering reciprocity theorems. Typically, interfer-
metric relations are derived using a single reciprocity theorem with
wo independent wavefield states Fokkema and van den Berg,
993; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006. In the following we use two
eciprocity theorems with three independent wavefield states. Later
his allows us to combine the two integral equations derived from
quations 1 and 2 below, resulting in the source-receiver form of
nterferometry that involves two surface integrals. We therefore be-
in with the following two reciprocity relations for perturbed media
rom Vasconcelos et al. 2009a. These describe relationships among
he scattered wavefield components caused by perturbations to the
edium, the wavefield in the unperturbed or background medium,
nd the full wavefield in the perturbed medium:

V
pA
SqB
0*dV
V
j0pApB
0*dV

S
pA
Svi,B
0*vi,A
S pB
0*nidS, 1

V
pC
S qA
0*dV
V
j0pCpA
0*dV

S
pC
Svi,A
0* vi,C
S pA
0*nidS, 2
here, A, B, and C represent independent wavefield states e.g., the
avefields that arise with two different boundary or initial condi-
ions, possibly with two different sets of medium properties. Then
pA is the acoustic pressure in state A, qA is a source distribution in
tate A in terms of volume injection-rate density, vi,A is the ith com-
onent of particle velocity in state A, and similarly for states B and C.
he asterisk * denotes complex conjugation, j represents the
quare root of1,  is the angular frequency, 0 is the pertur-
ation to the compressibility, and ni and ni are the outward normals
o the surfaces S and S, respectively. Superscript S indicates the
cattered field, superscript 0 indicates the field in the background
edium, and no superscript indicates the full wavefield. We have as-
umed there are no sources of the unidirectional point-force type
this would require extra volume integral terms, and all expressions
re formulated in the frequency domain. Surface S bounding volume
need not be the same as surface S bounding volume V Figure 1.
Rather than derive new representation theorems as in Curtis and
alliday 2010b, we omit this intermediate step and immediately
efine the quantities required by equations 1 and 2 for three Green’s
tates:
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Source-receiver scattering SA97StateA:
qA
0x xx1, pAxGx,x1, pA
SxGSx,x1,
vi,A
S x
1
j iGSx,x1, pA
0xG0x,x1, 3
vi,A
0 x
1
j iG0x,x1 .
State B:
qB
0x xx2, pB
0xG0x,x2, 4
vi,B
0 x
1
j iG0x,x2 .
State C:
pC
S xGSx,x, vi,C
S x
1
j iGSx,x . 5
ere Gx,x1 is the full Green’s function between a source at x1 and a
eceiver at x, and G0x,x1 and GSx,x1 are the equivalent Green’s
unction in the unperturbed background medium, and the Green’s
unction representing the scattered wavefield, respectively. pAx is
he acoustic pressure at x in state A, vi,Ax is the ith component of
article velocity at x in state A and similarly for states B and C, and
uperscripts 0 and S indicate the quantities corresponding to the
avefield in the background medium, and the scattered wavefield,
espectively, and no superscript indicates the full wavefield. i is
he spatial derivative in the i-direction,  is the density and px
p0xpSx. Using these three states allow us to write equations
and 2 as follows see Vasconcelos et al., 2009a:
GSx2,x1 j
V
0Gx,x1G0
*x,x2dV

1
jS niiGSx,x1G0*x,x2
GSx,x1niiG0
*x,x2dS, 6
nd
GSx1,x j
V
0Gx,xG0
*x,x1dV

1
jS niiGSx,xG0*x,x1
GSx,xniiG0
*x,x1dS. 7
ote that in equations 6 and 7, and all following equations, where a
erivative operator such as i immediately precedes a Green’s func-
ion, it is to be understood that the derivative operator is acting on
hat Green’s function. Where the derivative operator precedes brack-
ted terms, it is to be understood that the derivative operator acts af-
er evaluation of the terms within the bracket. We now consider the
onfiguration illustrated in Figure 1: there is a receiver at x2, a source
t x1, the boundary S is populated by sources, the boundary S is pop-
lated by receivers, and x and x are inside both surfaces S and S .2 1 his configuration is possible due to source-receiver reciprocity
i.e., source and receiver positions can be freely interchanged. In
his configuration GSx,x1 is the scattered Green’s function between
wo sources, and using source-receiver reciprocity, such that
Sx,x1GSx1,x, this is equal to the left-hand side of equation 7.
his is not a measured quantity, so we substitute equation 7, which
nly contains measured i.e., source-receiver quantities, into equa-
ion 6, resulting in
GSx2,x1 j
V
0Gx,x1G0
*x,x2dV

1
jSnii jV 0Gx,x
G0
*x,x1dVG0*x,x2
 j
V
0Gx,x
G0
*x,x1dVniiG0*x,x2	dS

1
jSnii1jS niiGSx,x
G0
*x,x1GSx,x
niiG0
*x,x1dSG0*x,x2
1jS niiGSx,xG0*x,x1
GSx,xniiG0
*x,x1dS
niiG0
*x,x2	dS . 8
quation 8 describes the reconstruction of the scattered waves prop-
gating between a source at x1 and a receiver at x2 using only energy
hat has propagated from and to the surrounding boundaries of
ources and receivers. The first volume integral contributes to the
erturbed wavefield due to perturbations within the volume V, and
he combination of surface and volume integrals second term con-
ributes to the perturbed wavefield due to perturbations within the
olume V similar volume integrals are discussed by Vasconcelos et
l., 2009a. The double surface integral in the last term describes a
rst step in determining the scattered wavefield between a source at
1 and a receiver at x2, where the scattered waves between x and x1
re reconstructed by means of the inner integral over S. In a second
tep the scattered waves between x2 and x1 are reconstructed by
eans of the outer integral over S. Note that when we describe these
s “inner” and “outer” integrals, we are referring to their position in
quation 8, rather than their physical position in Figure 1. Equation 8
s equivalent to equation 1 in Vasconcelos et al. 2009b, but includes
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SA98 Halliday and Curtishe wavefield extrapolation defined by equation 7 and the associated
olume terms.
We isolate the quantities dependant on x in the second term of
quation 8:
1
jS niiGx,xG0*x,x2Gx,xniiG0*x,x2dS .
9
his can then be split into two surface integrals by substituting
x,xG0x,xGSx,x,
1
jS niiG0x,xG0*x,x2G0x,xniiG0*x,x2dS

1
jS niiGSx,xG0*x,x2
GSx,xniiG0
*x,x2dS
G0
*x,x2G0x,x2GSx2,x
 j
V
0Gx,xG0
*x,x2dV . 10
he terms G0*x,x2 and G0x,x2 arise from the first surface inte-
ral on the left-hand side of equation 10, and the other two terms on
he right-hand side arise from the second surface integral on the left-
and side see Vasconcelos et al., 2009a, equation 14. This involves
he crosscorrelation of waves in the background medium with the
ull wavefield. The second integral on the left-hand side of equation
0 has the form of the back-propagation operator that is used in seis-
ic imaging e.g., Esmersoy and Oristaglio, 1988; Wang and Orista-
lio, 1998; Thorbecke and Wapenaar, 2007. In equation 10, rather
han crosscorrelating just the scattered wavefield GS, the full field G
3002001000–300 –200 –100
300
200
100
0
–100
–200
–300
y
(m
)
x (m)
igure 2. Geometry for the single-scatterer example. Black triangles
ndicate the receiver boundary, and black stars indicate the source
oundary. Source-receiver interferometry is used to estimate the
cattered wave and associated terms between the open star and the
pen triangle. The scatterer is indicated by the black dot. This exam-
le is in two dimensions. Compare the geometry here with that
ketched in Figure 1. The background wave propagation velocity is
50 m /s. The distance between the source open star and the scat-
erer is 110 m, and the distance between the scatterer and the receiv-
r open triangle is 180 m.G0GS is used. Using only the scattered field causes the back-
round Green’s functions to drop out of the right-hand side of equa-
ion 10; hence, the scattered term and volume integral on the right-
and side are the back-propagated wavefield used in seismic imag-
ng.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
We now illustrate scattered wave estimation using equation 8. To
implify the application of this equation we use the same approxima-
ion as is often invoked in more conventional applications of inter-
erometry e.g., Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006 and assume that the
uter boundary S has a large radius; hence, in equation 8 we use the
ommerfield radiation conditions  jkGniiG with indicating
utgoing waves and indicating incoming waves at the boundary;
hese conditions hold if waves travel perpendicularly to the bound-
ries. We also assume that the medium is smooth at and around this
oundary and that the medium is homogeneous outside of this
oundary Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006. We also move the terms
ontaining volume integrals to the left-hand side because their inter-
retation is quite distinct from that of the surface integral. These op-
rations and assumptions give equation 11:
GSx2,x1 j
V
0Gx,x1G0
*x,x2dV

1
jSnii jV 0Gx,x
G0
*x,x1dVG0*x,x2
 j
V
0Gx,x
G0
*x,x1dVniiG0*x,x2	dS


1
jSnii 2cSGSx,xG0*x,x1dSG0*x,x2
 2
c

S
GSx,xG0
*x,x1dSniiG0*x,x2	dS .
11
ere, c is the local wave propagation velocity at the boundary. Thus,
ue to the far-field conditions we require only pressure recordings on
he outer boundary. The geometry for this example is shown in Fig-
re 2. We use circular boundaries of sources black stars and receiv-
rs black triangles, to estimate the wave scattered by a single point
catterer black dot between a source open star and a receiver
open triangle. We model wavefields using a deterministic variant
f Foldy’s method Groenenboom and Snieder, 1995; van Manen et
l., 2006; Curtis and Halliday, 2010a. This modeling method en-
ures that energy is conserved between the incident and scattered
ave and hence is consistent with the optical theorem, which is im-
ortant when analyzing seismic interferometry using modeled
avefields Snieder et al., 2008; Halliday and Curtis, 2009a, b.
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Source-receiver scattering SA99In Figure 3a we show the result of the inner integrand on the right-
and side of equation 11 for all boundary receivers x and one pair of
ources at x indicated by an arrow in Figure 2 and x1, respectively.
n Figure 3b we show the result of the integral — the sum of the sig-
als in Figure 3a over the set of all boundary receivers. There are two
rrivals in this plot: one corresponds to the inter-receiver scattered
ave arriving at about 0.45 s, and the other corresponds to the vol-
me integral over V on the left-hand side of equation 11 arriving at
bout 0.15 s. Figure 4a shows the result of the outer integrand on
he right-hand side of equation 11; this is computed after the inner in-
egral has been computed. The result of computing this outer integral
s shown in Figure 4b solid line. We evaluate the left-hand side of
quation 11 and plot this for comparison dotted line. Note that de-
pite the far-field approximations used in equation 11 the dotted line
atches the solid line.
The result of the integral is the scattered surface wave plus several
onphysical events events that do not correspond to any event in the
rue source-receiver response. Such events have been identified be-
ore in seismic interferometry, and steps can be taken to mitigate for
heir effect. For example, Curtis and Halliday 2010a propose to es-
imate and adaptively subtract estimates of the nonphysical events,
nd Vasconcelos et al. 2009a propose to use a limited integration
oundary to remove the effects of these events.
Finally, we show the right-hand side of equation 11 solid line
lotted together with the first term on the left-hand side the exact
cattered wave: dotted line, Figure 5a, together with the second
erm on the left-hand side the volume integral over V: dotted line,
igure 5b, and together with the third term on the left-hand side the
ombination of surface integral and volume integral: dotted line,
igure 5c. These extra terms complicate the result of equation 11
nd would often be treated as nonphysical arrivals in seismic inter-
erometry. Note that in Figure 5c the third term on the left-hand side
f equation 11 appears to give a nonphysical event at about 0.08 s
nd also the time-reverse of the exact scattered wave shown in Fig-
re 5a at about0.4 s. We now show that all of these terms contain
mportant information in applications of integrals such as equation 8
o seismic imaging. The significance of such volume terms was
dentified by Vasconcelos et al. 2009b who postulated that the vol-
me terms would be useful when dealing with sharp boundaries in
ackground velocity models. To do this we present an alternative
La
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) b)
igure 3. a The inner integrand on the right-hand side of equation
1, for one source pair x and x1. b The solution of the inner inte-
ral summation of a over boundary receiver number.erivation of Oristaglio’s 1989 imaging condition. This acts to fur-
her provide understanding of how such imaging theories can be ap-
lied when surfaces of sources S and of receivers S are not coinci-
ent. Also, because the far-field conditions deployed to obtain equa-
ion 11 are often invoked in order to represent interferometry using
n outer boundary of passive noise sources, this will show how both
nergy from passive noise and active sources can be combined to
reate a subsurface image.
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igure 4. a The outer integrand on the right-hand side of equation
1 after the solution of the inner integral as illustrated in Figure 3b.
b The solution of the integral summation of a over boundary
ource number. The left-hand side of equation 10 is plotted for ref-
rence dotted line.
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igure 5. Result of equation 10 solid line plotted with a the direct-
y modeled scattered wavefield dotted line, b the solution of the
olume integral over V from the left-hand side of equation 11, and
c the result of the volume integral over V and the surface integral
ver S. The arrows in a indicate the events interpreted as nonphysi-
al arrivals. The arrival at 0.4 s is clearly interpreted as the scattered
ave, and the arrival at0.4 s is interpreted as the time reverse of
his scattered wave.
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SA100 Halliday and Curtishe link with Oristaglio’s imaging condition
Within the first-order Born approximation assuming there are no
ignificant multiply scattered waves, Oristaglio 1989 derived a
ormula for the scattering potential, fx1 at location x1 as
fx1
4
jc0	
	
dj 

1
2

S
nii
S
G0
*x1,xniiGSx,x
GSx,xniiG0
*x1,xdSG0*x1,x

S
G0
*x1,xniiGSx,x
GSx,xniiG0
*x1,xdSniiG0*x1,x	dS,
12
here x1 is the image point, x is a source on the boundary S, x is a re-
eiver on the boundary S, and c0 is the propagation velocity of the
omogeneous background medium. In this configuration S and S
oincide, and GSx,x is the scattered wavefield within the Born ap-
roximation Figure 6. This is an imaging condition that integrates
he amount of energy that has been scattered from each location to
efine the scattering potential at that point, which is a property of the
edium in this formulation, the scattering potential is the differ-
nce in the inverse square of the acoustic velocity in the actual medi-
m and the background medium. It does this by performing a dou-
x1
S’ = S
igure 6. Configuration used by Oristaglio 1989. The scattering
otential at a point x1 is related to the Green’s functions between x1
nd sources and receivers on a surrounding boundary. Using the
ame notation as for source-receiver interferometry we see that the
oundaries S and S coincide. S and S are closed lines in two dimen-
ions, surfaces in three dimensions.le focusing at the image point x1: the first focusing step uses the
avefield from the receiver array x, and the second focusing step
ses the wavefield from the source array x.
We can recognize the double surface integral on the right-hand
ide as being similar to the source-receiver relation in equation 8
ith x1x2. Whereas in an application of seismic interferometry all
reen’s function terms on the right-hand side of equation 8 are di-
ectly measured, equation 12 uses measured scattered Green’s func-
ions between boundary locations the terms GSx,x and modeled
ackground wavefields between the boundaries and the point x1 the
erms G0x1,x and G0x1,x. Hence, we would expect this integral
o give a result similar to the zero offset Green’s function. However,
ristaglio’s formula explicitly reconstructs the scattering potential
ithin the Born approximation. Hence, the additional frequency-de-
endent terms on the right-hand side of equation 12 can be consid-
red as a filter, relating the zero-offset Green’s function to the scat-
ering potential.
To find the precise link between equations 8 and 12, we set x1
x2 in equation 8, use source-receiver reciprocity such that all
erms on the right-hand side are consistent with equation 12 and ob-
ain
GSx1,x1 j
V
0Gx,x1G0
*x,x1dV

1
jSnii jV 0Gx,x
G0
*x,x1dVG0*x,x1
 j
V
0Gx,xG0
*x,x1dV
niiG0
*x,x1	dS

1
jSnii1jS G0*x1,xniiGSx,x
GSx,xniiG0
*x1,xdSG0*x1,x
1jS G0*x1,xniiGSx,x
GSx,xniiG0
*x1,xdSniiG0*x1,x	dS .
13
he right-hand side of this equation is very similar to the surface in-
egral on the right-hand side of equation 12. However, although
quation 12 defines only the approximate Born scattering poten-
ial, the above formula defines the full zero-offset scattering re-
ponse which in turn is related to the scattering amplitude exactly.
There appear to be significant differences between equation 13
nd equation 12. Most notably the scaling terms on the right-hand
ide of equation 12 are not present in equation 13, and the volume in-
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Source-receiver scattering SA101egrals on the left side of equation 13 are not apparent on the left of
quation 12. Although at first it appears that these extra terms are
issing, we now show that these volume terms are implicit in Orista-
lio’s formula for the scattering potential fx1 under the Born ap-
roximation, for the case where surfaces S and S coincide. Thus, we
ill demonstrate that equation 12 is in fact consistent with and is a
pecial case of the source-receiver interferometric scattering inte-
ral in equation 13, and hence, that the interferometric equation 13 is
n explicit generalization of the imaging equation 12.
We begin by noting that under the Born approximation the scat-
ered wavefield is given by
GSx2,x1
1
jVG0x2,xfxG0x,x1dV,
14
here we have used fx2x0x. Here it is under-
tood that equation 14 requires Sommerfield radiation conditions on
surface enclosing the volume V Vasconcelos et al., 2009a.Again
sing the Born approximation, we now write the left-hand side of
quation 13 in terms of this volume integral and rearrange to obtain
for the left side only:
1
jVG0x1,xfxG0x,x1dV

1
jVG0x1,xfxG0*x,x1dV

1
jSnii 1jVG0x,xfxG0*x,x1dV
G0
*x,x1 1jVG0x,xfx
G0
*x,x1dVniiG0*x,x1	dS, 15
here under the Born approximation we have replaced Gx,x with
0x,x. We now evaluate the surface integral i.e., by interchang-
ng the positions of the volume and the surface integral and using a
eismic interferometry relation to replace the surface integral with
nterferometric Green’s functions to give
1
jVG0x1,xfxG0x,x1dV

1
jVG0x1,xfxG0*x,x1dV

1
jVG0x,x1fxG0*x,x1dV

1
jVG0*x,x1fxG0*x,x1dV. 16
rom equation 14 we can see that, within the Born approximation,
he first volume integral is equivalent to the zero-offset scattering re-
ponse, and the fourth volume integral is equivalent to the time-re-erse of this response because frequency domain complex conjuga-
ion is equivalent to time reversal. The presence of the time-reverse
f the scattering response confirms that the event observed in Figure
c is indeed the time-reverse of the scattered wave. The second and
hird volume terms are equivalent to the single-scattered wave where
he incident wave has propagated in time reverse. This can be under-
tood by considering that the back-propagated wavefield from an en-
losing boundary will have a forward causal and reverse acausal
ime part, in the same way that seismic interferometry provides caus-
l and acausal responses e.g., Wang and Oristaglio, 1998; Thor-
ecke and Wapenaar, 2007. It is also interesting to note that these
econd and third terms can be recognized as being similar to the non-
hysical waves identified in seismic interferometric theory that arise
ue to scattering e.g., Snieder et al., 2008; Halliday and Curtis;
009a, b; Vasconcelos et al., 2009a.
If as in Oristaglio 1989 we now assume that the volumes V, V,
nd V are the same and further define the homogeneous Green’s
unction as G0hx1,xG0x1,xG0*x1,x, then we find that
quation 16 is equal to 1 / jVG0hx1,xfxG0hx1,xdV. Hence,
quation 13 becomes
1
jVG0hx1,xfxG0hx1,xdV

1
jS nii
x1,xG0*x1,x

x1,xniiG0
*x1,xdS, 17
here the term in the inner surface integral has been replaced by
x1,x, which is equivalent to the back propagated wavefield at x1
cf. Esmersoy and Oristaglio, 1988, equation 1:

x1,x
1
jS niiGSx,xG0*x1,x
GSx,xniiG0
*x1,xdS. 18
ote that if we apply the same approximations used in equation 11,
he quantity we have defined as
x1,x can also be considered to be
quivalent to the adjoint operator applied in techniques such as
coustic phase conjugation or time reversal e.g., Kuperman et al.,
998.
Oristaglio 1989 shows that for a homogeneous background me-
ium the time derivative of the homogeneous Green’s function,
valuated at time zero, yields a spatial delta function. He uses this
roperty of the homogeneous Green’s function to show that, within
he Born approximation, the scattering amplitude is equivalent to
fx1 4jc0	
	
d i



V
G0
hx1,xfxG0hx1,xdV . 19
omparing the left-hand side of equation 17 with the right-hand side
f equation 19, it is clear that the volume terms are required in order
o derive Oristaglio’s formula for the scattering amplitude. Hence,
lthough no volume integrals appear in equation 12 from Oristaglio
1989, equation 19 shows that his formula for the scattering ampli-
t
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SA102 Halliday and Curtisude is consistent with the theory of source to receiver scattering de-
ned by source-receiver interferometry.
By applying the operator in brackets in equation 19 to both sides
f equation 18 we finally obtain
fx1
4
jc0 	
	
d j 


S
nii
x1,xG0
*x1,x

x1,xniiG0
*x1,xdS . 20
ecalling our definition of 
x1,x in equation 18, we can see that
quation 20 is nearly identical to equation 12. Therefore, by apply-
ng the conditions set by Oristaglio single-scattering Born approxi-
ation and homogeneous background medium, VV, and SS
o the source-receiver interferometric scattering representation in
quation 8, we have shown an explicit link between source-receiver
nterferometry and seismic imaging theory. Note the slight differ-
nces between equation 20 and equation 12: these additional terms
re due to the choice of Green’s functions and definition of the scat-
ering amplitude used here, but do not affect the result.
The inclusion of the volume terms in equation 16 in the formula
or fx1 in equation 19 indicates that these are implicit in Orista-
lio’s earlier derivation. When applying seismic interferometry to
erturbed wavefields these terms are treated as nonphysical, because
hey do not correspond to part of the interreceiver or in this case,
ource-receiver wavefield and may indeed be treated as a source of
rror. However, here we have shown that these terms are crucial in
eriving Oristaglio’s imaging condition.
DISCUSSION
The derivation of Oristaglio’s imaging condition from the new
ource-receiver representation creates an explicit link between this
ew form of seismic interferometry and inverse-scattering imaging
heory. It is interesting to note that in 1989 Oristaglio derived what
ay be considered an interferometric integral, and indeed he also
erived an integral similar to the source-receiver form derived here,
lbeit for a more limited geometry. Integral equations describing ex-
rapolated wavefields can readily be identified as being of the same
orm as interferometric integrals e.g., Schneider, 1978; Esmersoy
nd Oristaglio, 1988. Hence, although interferometry provides a
ew approach to seismic data analysis, much of the theoretical
x1
x2
S
S’
x2
x1
S’
S x2
S
S’
x1
) b) c)
igure 7. Canonical geometries. Triangles represent receivers; stars
epresent sources. S and S are closed lines in two dimensions and
urfaces in three dimensions. a Configuration considered in this
anuscript, where equation 1 and 2 are both correlation-type reci-
rocity theorems, b configuration where equation 1 and 2 are cor-
elation- and convolution-type reciprocity theorems respectively,
nd c configuration where equation 1 and 2 are convolution-type
eciprocity theorems.ramework for seismic interferometry has been used for imaging for
everal decades see Thorbecke and Wapenaar 2007 for further
iscussion.
Oristaglio’s derivation of equation 12 relies on a single-scattering
pproximation. Note that the process used to reach equation 16 from
quation 13 may be iterated to account for multiple scattering. How-
ver, it is unlikely in this case that the result will be as elegant as the
ase derived by Oristaglio. Iteration of the process would require the
olume terms in equation 10 to be included and would also require
he full scattered field to be included in the other volume integrals.
owever, this may be a useful way to quantify the effect of including
cattering beyond the Born approximation in imaging and migra-
ion.
We have shown that Oristaglio’s imaging equation 12 is a particu-
ar case of our new interferometric equation 8. It was not previously
ossible to make the link between imaging and interferometry ex-
licit because previous interferometric relations used only a single
oundary of sources or of receivers, whereas imaging is usually
one using both boundaries of sources and of receivers. Unlike
quation 12, equation 8 was derived without using the Born approxi-
ation and without the requirement that the boundaries of sources
nd receivers coincide. Hence, the interferometric equation 8 can be
hought of as a generalized imaging equation, such as that used by
asconcelos et al. 2009b.
Equations similar to equation 8 are currently being used to create
o-called “extended images” via image-domain interferometry in
eismic migration e.g., Vasconcelos et al., 2009b; Sava and Vascon-
elos, 2009. These extended images provide a tool to analyze the
uality of migrated seismic data, and can be used to refine velocity
odels. The extended images are treated as scattered wavefields,
rising from virtual sources created within the seismic image. The
quations used by Vasconcelos et al. 2009b assume that the scat-
ered wavefield has already been back-propagated from the receiv-
rs, into the subsurface. This results in some of the volume terms in
quation 8 not being explicit. If such volume terms are ignored by
ractitioners, they may result in error. In the case of one set of vol-
me terms, Vasconcelos et al. 2009b suggest that they can be used
o deal with sharp boundaries in the background model. Presumably
ccounting for both sets of volume terms in equation 8 would further
mprove results in the sharp-boundary scenario. Further analysis of
he volume terms appearing in equation 8 may allow for better un-
erstanding of the role of these terms and what, if any, new informa-
ion they can provide.
Although we have derived this imaging equation using two corre-
ational reciprocity theorems, it is also possible to derive expressions
uch as equation 8 using a correlational and a convolutional reci-
rocity relation and also using two convolutional relations see Cur-
is and Halliday 2010b for details. These different approaches al-
ow for many different source and receiver geometries to be ana-
yzed the three canonical geometries of Curtis and Halliday 2010b
re illustrated in Figure 7 for various combinations of correlation
nd convolution. Also, there are several different reciprocity theo-
ems for perturbed media, meaning that there are many more combi-
ations of reciprocity theorems that could be used in this case Vas-
oncelos et al., 2009a. Hence, although we have considered one
ase and shown the link between source-receiver interferometry and
eismic imaging, there are many other forms that can be derived sim-
larly, and these may allow for the development of new imaging con-
itions or new applications of source-receiver interferometry to seis-
ic data.
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Source-receiver scattering SA103Finally, it is also possible to derive source-receiver scattering rela-
ionships for other wave propagation regimes, including elastic
ave propagation van Manen et al., 2006, Wapenaar and Fokkema,
006, electromagnetic wavefields Slob and Wapenaar, 2007; Slob
t al., 2007, and seismo-electric wave propagation and diffusion
henomena Wapenaar et al., 2006; Snieder et al., 2007; Vasconce-
os, 2008. We therefore expect the derivation of similar explicit re-
ationships between imaging and interferometry to become tractable
n those regimes also.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown how the source-receiver interferom-
try approach can be extended to the case of perturbed media by us-
ng reciprocity theorems for scattered wavefields. We derived one of
new class of interferometric integrals that describe the recovery of
cattered wavefields propagating between source and receiver loca-
ions.
The new scattering relationship has been illustrated using a sim-
le acoustic example. This example utilized the far-field approxima-
ion, commonly used when deriving interferometric relations for
assive background noise wavefields. Hence the new source-re-
eiver scattering theorems show how both energy from passive noise
nd active sources can be combined to create a subsurface image.
Rather than focusing on applications of these new source-receiver
elations, we have shown that existing imaging conditions can be de-
ived directly from the new interferometric representation.Although
his requires that the scattering be constrained by the Born approxi-
ation and that the bounding surfaces of sources and receivers coin-
ide, it creates an explicit link between source-receiver interfero-
etric representations and inverse-scattering seismic imaging.
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